The impact of intraoperative neuromonitoring (IONM) on surgical strategy in bilateral thyroid diseases: is it worth the effort?
Intraoperative nerve monitoring (IONM) of the recurrent laryngeal nerve and the vagal nerve can detect nonfunctioning nerves (recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy, RLNP) that are visibly intact. The use of IONM is questionable, however, as we still lack evidence that it reduces the rate of postoperative nerve injuries. Since negative IONM results after thyroid dissection of the first side could change our surgical strategy and thus could prevent patients from bilateral RLNP, we questioned whether IONM results are reliable enough to base changes in surgical strategy and whether this has any effect on surgical outcome. We retrospectively analyzed the data of 1333 consecutive patients with suggested benign bilateral thyroid disease who had been operated on under a defined protocol, including the use of a specific IONM technique (tube electrodes and stimulation of the vagal nerve and the inferior recurrent nerve before and after thyroid resection), between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2008. In four patients the IONM system did not work, two nerves had not been found, and in eight patients the tube had to be readjusted. Of five permanent nerve injuries, four were visible during surgery and one was suspected. Sensitivity of IONM in detecting temporary nerve injuries of macroscopically normal-appearing nerves was 93%. Specificity was 75-83% at first side of dissection and 55-67% at the second side, with an overall specificity of 77%. In 11 of 13 patients (85%) with known nerve injury (preexisting or visible) and in 20 of 36 patients (56%) with negative IONM stimulation at the first side of dissection, the surgical strategy was changed (specific surgeon or restricted resection) with no postoperative bilateral RLNP. This was in contrast to 3 of 18 (17%) bilateral RLNP (p < 0.05), when surgeons were not aware of a preexisting or highly likely nerve injury at the first side of thyroid dissection. Failed IONM stimulation of the vagal or recurrent laryngeal nerve after resection of the first thyroid lobe is specific enough to reconsider the surgical strategy in patients with bilateral thyroid disease to surely prevent bilateral RLNP.